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The premier publisher specializing in talent development, training, and professional development.

The Association for Talent Development (ATD), formerly ASTD, is the world’s largest association dedicated to those who develop talent in organizations. We’re celebrating our 75th anniversary in 2018. We’ve published important content for the field for more than 70 years. ATD Press publications are written by industry thought leaders and offer anyone who works with adult learners the best practices, academic theory, and guidance necessary to move the profession forward.
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OpenBook
L&D at Your Door.
An L&D subscription box exclusively for ATD members.
LEARN MORE AT www.td.org/openbook
Your Talent Development Atlas

If you’ve been directing your organization’s talent development effort, you might feel like you’re on a journey without a map. Elaine Biech understands the road ahead. From developing your strategy, creating an operating plan, and reinforcing your organization’s mindset, through design, delivery, measurement and evaluation, and preparing for the future, think of this book as your professional atlas.

Save 10% with the discount code FALLBOOKS18.*

*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.
JOB AIDS BASICS
Second Edition
Joe Willmore

Member Price: $29.95 • List Price: $34.95
Paperback • 7x10 • 200 Pages • 2017

A Simple Approach to Effective Job Aids
Go from novice job aid designer to expert with this resource. In this revised second edition, Joe Willmore has included new examples of how to use job aids and a new chapter on creating job aids for mobile devices. You'll also find a step-by-step guide to determining the right job aid for any situation, developing it using best practices, and implementing it in a way that ensures people will use it.

STARTING A TALENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Elaine Biech
Starting a talent development program? Get answers to many of your questions—and discover the questions you need to consider.

BLEND LEARNING
Jennifer Hofmann
Blended learning isn’t just sequencing content; find out how to align instructional strategies, techniques, and technologies.

What Works in Talent Development Series

Product Code: 111717
Member Price: $29.95
List Price: $34.95
Paperback • 7x10
200 Pages • 2017

Product Code: 111801
Member Price: $29.95
List Price: $34.95
Paperback • 7x10
200 Pages • 2018

To order call 800.628.2783 or visit www.td.org/FALLBOOKS18.
TRAINING & TRAINING BASICS

**STORYTRAINING**
Selecting and Shaping Stories That Connect

*Hadiya Nuriddin*

The challenge with storytelling, according to author Hadiya Nuriddin, is in finding a story to tell. This book focuses on that elusive part of storytelling—finding the stories lurking everywhere and telling them.

**EFFECTIVE SMES**
A Trainer’s Guide for Helping Subject Matter Experts Facilitate Learning

*Dale Ludwig and Greg Owen-Boger*

Partnering with subject matter experts can really pay off. Design learning events with the needs of SMEs in mind.

**DESTINATION FACILITATION**
A Travel Guide to Training Around the World

*Donna Steffey, Editor*

The best techniques for needs assessments, design processes, facilitation, and classroom management—wherever you’re visiting.

Save 10% with the discount code FALLBOOKS18.*

*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.
Trainee for performance
Strategically Aligning Learning and Development
Ingrid Guerra-López and Karen Hicks

Discover a unique framework for fast-tracking your growth as an ally to managers and a consultant to business leaders. Change the L&D status quo and build credibility for your department—Partner for Performance will show you how.

Product Code: 111618
Member Price: $33.95
List Price: $39.95
Paperback • 7x10
184 Pages • 2017

Telling Ain’t Training
Updated, Expanded, Enhanced
Second Edition
Harold D. Stolovitch and Erica J. Keeps

An essential book for all learning and development professionals, this title is chock-full of myth-busting research and ready-to-use tools. Delivered in a lighthearted and entertaining style, the second edition sets new standards for the training industry.

ISBN 13: 978-1-56286-701-0
Product Code: 111109
Member Price: $32.95
List Price: $38.95
Paperback • 7x10
312 Pages • 2011

The Art and Science of Training
Elaine Biech

This bestselling book shows you how to blend content mastery and audience insight to deliver outstanding training experiences. Elaine Biech, one of the most highly regarded names in talent development, sets out to identify the perfect blend of content mastery and audience insight that top facilitators rely on to produce results.

Product Code: 111615
Member Price: $28.95
List Price: $32.95
Paperback • 6x9
304 Pages • 2016

The ASTD Handbook
The Definitive Reference for Training & Development
Second Edition
Elaine Biech, Editor

The ASTD Handbook, second edition, offers crucial guidance to practitioners of all levels and from every industry as they navigate contemporary challenges.

Product Code: 111409
Member Price: $105.95
List Price: $145.95
Hardcover • 7x9
984 Pages • 2014
THE ART OF EXECUTIVE COACHING

Secrets to Unlock Leadership Performance

Nadine Greiner, PhD

ISBN 13: 978-1-947308-79-4 • Product Code: 111821 • Member Price: $25.95
List Price: $29.95 • Paperback • 5.25x8 • 152 Pages • October 2018

Embrace the Power of Executive Coaching

In The Art of Executive Coaching, Nadine Greiner takes you behind the scenes with nine stories of executive coach Alice Well and her clients. Follow along as she lets you in on the secrets, tips, and tricks to unlocking the transformative performance results leaders need. As these stories show, executive coaches must adapt their approach to meet the unique needs, traits, and habits of each leader.

SPEAK FOR A LIVING

The Insider’s Guide to Building a Speaking Career

Second Edition

Anne Bruce and Sardék Love

List Price: $22.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 256 Pages • October 2018

Get Into the Business of Speaking and Training

In this revised and expanded edition of Speak for a Living, authors Anne Bruce and Sardék Love offer updated strategies for navigating the public-speaking business. You’ll find new material on social media and website marketing, as well as how to diversify your services in an increasingly globalized industry. Learn from the authors’ years of experience to help you avoid the mistakes so many speakers and trainers make.
ENGAGING THE WORKPLACE
Using Surveys to Spark Change
Sarah R. Johnson
Treated properly, the employee engagement survey can illuminate critical workplace issues and turn HR into a source of data-based people decisions. Stop evaluating “what” and get to the “why” of employee engagement.

OWN ANY OCCASION
Mastering the Art of Speaking and Presenting
Erik Palmer
Use 11 simple steps to craft the perfect message and captivate audiences with exceptional delivery.

WORK THE PROBLEM
How Experts Tackle Workplace Challenges
Kathryn Stafford
Ten fictionalized case studies are coupled with in-depth analysis and commentary by experts who offer fresh ways of looking at seemingly insurmountable difficulties.

FIND YOUR FIT
A Practical Guide to Landing a Job You’ll Love
Sue Kaiden, Editor
Identify the best environment for you, shape your online identity, and network effectively.
UNSTOPPABLE YOU
Adopt the New Learning 4.0 Mindset and Change Your Life

Patricia A. McLagan

Unstoppable You is an invitation to upgrade yourself and everyone in your organization with survival skills for the 21st century. Discover seven basic practices that will guide how to respond to new insights and the profound changes in the world.

MENTORING PROGRAMS THAT WORK

Jenn Labin

Help your organization succeed by building mentoring programs that connect people and inspire learning transfer. Whether your goal is to recruit and retain Millennials or deepen organizational commitment, it’s time to embrace mentoring as one of the most powerful tools of talent development.

COACHING BASICS
Second Edition

Lisa Haneberg

This fully refreshed edition helps you discover a precise coaching framework and offers insights from 40 experienced coaches, including Barry Goldberg and Marshall Goldsmith. Zero in on what it takes to build influencing skills, and discover new content on microcoaching that highlights practical ways to leverage technology.

ATD TALENT MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK

Terry Bickham, Editor

With 20-plus chapters written by more than 30 contributors, this book invites you to think about the talent model of the future. It offers progressive thoughts on the state of talent management and how the function must adapt. Leaders, practitioners, and consultants will find answers to talent management challenges.
**PEAK LEADERSHIP FITNESS**

Elevating Your Leadership Game

*Timothy J. Tobin*

List Price: $24.95 • Paperback • 5.5x8.25 • 168 Pages • February 2019

Get Leadership Fit and See Results in Yourself and Others

In *Peak Leadership Fitness*, leadership coach and fitness expert Timothy J. Tobin invites you to share the lessons he’s learned at the intersection of physical and leadership fitness. With the encouraging style of a trainer-coach, Tobin shares his fitness principles and the steps to becoming leadership fit. This book is grounded in L&D and leadership research and illustrated with true-to-life vignettes, templates, and sample leadership fitness plans.

**LEADERSHIP LESSONS FOR ANY OCCASION**

Stories of Our Mothers

*Ed and Nila Betof*

List Price: $24.95 • Paperback • 5x8 • 200 Pages • December 2018

First Lessons, Lasting Insights

In *Leadership Lessons for Any Occasion*, executive coaches and authors Ed and Nila Betof have collected stories from a wide range of leaders, teachers, coaches, and TD professionals about how their mothers guided their paths to helping others lead resourceful, meaningful lives. Explore these stories to reconnect with your own mother's legacy—or as a source of insight to share with your mentees and learners.
LEADERS OPEN DOORS
A Radically Simple Leadership Approach to Lift People, Profits, and Performance
Second Edition
Bill Treasurer

Learn how to open doors of opportunity for others as you master four essential skills that all new and experienced leaders must hone.

Product Code: 111623
Member Price: $14.95
List Price: $16.95
Paperback • 5x8
160 Pages • 2016

CONNECTION CULTURE
The Competitive Advantage of Shared Identity, Empathy, and Understanding at Work
Michael Lee Stallard

This book provides a fresh way of thinking about leadership and offers recommendations for how to tap into the power of human connection.

Product Code: 111720
Member Price: $15.95
List Price: $18.95
Paperback • 6x9
160 Pages • 2017

LEADERS DON’T COMMAND
Inspire Growth, Ingenuity, and Collaboration
Jorge Cuervo

It’s not enough to get a team to work; you need them to invest their hearts and minds.

Product Code: 111511
Member Price: $14.95
List Price: $16.95
Paperback • 6x9
200 Pages • 2015

BECOMING A CAN-DO LEADER
A Guide for the Busy Manager
Frank Satterthwaite and Jamie Millard

Manage without giving up the work you love and discover the leader within.

Product Code: 111601
Member Price: $24.95
List Price: $28.95
Paperback • 6x9
152 Pages • 2016

*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.
**10 STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL BUDGETING**

_Lianabel Oliver and Eduardo Nin_

List Price: $19.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 230 Pages • January 2019

**Calculate for Business Success**

10 Steps to Successful Budgeting will help you successfully navigate the budgeting process by walking you through the fundamentals and your role. Authors Lianabel Oliver and Eduardo Nin start by providing an overview of the planning and budgeting process and how it is typically structured. They then move to preparing a sound budget and defending it to the next level of management.

**A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO MANAGING TEMPORARY WORKERS**

_Peter R. Garber and Joseph Mack III_

List Price: $34.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 160 Pages • September 2018

**Prepare for Your Workforce of Tomorrow**

Utilizing a mix of regular and contingent workers, or even outsourcing the entire workforce, is a way to help reduce costs and is an attractive employment model for many organizations. This book takes you inside the process, from developing a strategy and guidelines around contingent workers to training and treating them fairly. You’ll gain a better understanding of the possible impact of these workers on your organization’s future and how you can manage them more effectively.
FOCUS ON THEM

Become the Manager Your People Need You to Be

Edited by Ryan Changcoco, Megan Cole, and Jack Harlow

ISBN 13: 978-1-56286-871-0 • Product Code: 111817 • Member Price: $20.95
List Price: $24.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 200 Pages • December 2018

Perfect the Skills That Make a Winning Manager

Good managers know they need to deliver results to be successful. Great ones? They understand their role encompasses something more, that they are responsible for developing their direct reports. But they also realize this skill takes practice, particularly around accountability, collaboration, communication, engagement, and listening and assessing. With Focus on Them, you’ll get the tools and know-how to excel as a manager.

LEAD WITH YOUR CUSTOMER

Transform Culture and Brand Into World-Class Excellence

Second Edition

Mark David Jones and Jeff Kober

List Price: $29.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 240 Pages • February 2019

Your One-Stop Shop for World-Class Results

Lead With Your Customer offers the key success tools all world-class organizations have in common and explains how your organization can adopt them, using the World-Class Excellence Model. For this second edition, the authors present updated examples from organizations including IKEA, Harley-Davidson, Southwest Airlines, Ritz-Carlton, and Disney.
NOT JUST ANOTHER MEETING
Creative Strategies for Facilitation
Rodney Napier and Eli Sharp

ISBN 13: 978-1-56286-688-4 • Product Code: 111811 • Member Price: $27.95
List Price: $32.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 192 Pages • November 2018

Take a Fresh Approach to Meetings
When meetings fail to reach their intended outcome there are huge costs to the organization. But with preparation and intention, you can turn these wasted opportunities into sessions that fully engage participants and teams. This book shines a new light on situations you’ve taken for granted for years, with 13 classic facilitation designs you can apply to solve problems, build trust, and deal with conflict.

10 STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL FACILITATION
Second Edition
Association for Talent Development

List Price: $19.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 176 Pages • September 2018

Facilitate Groups That Deliver Results
Every professional needs a complete portfolio of skills, yet one area is often taken for granted: the art of facilitation. This book takes the guesswork out of this essential skill and gives you a step-by-step process for becoming an accomplished and successful facilitator. This second edition features updates to each step, reorganized to align with the problems facilitators face today.
BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

**HOW DID I NOT SEE THIS COMING?**
A New Manager’s Guide to Avoiding Total Disaster
Katy Tynan
Being a first-time manager is tough. In this book, you’ll learn about five basic truths to management. Become the manager everyone’s talking about—in a good way.

**10 STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS WRITING**
Second Edition
Jack E. Appleman
In today’s business world, you are what you write. This book is your guide to capturing your readers’ attention and imagination.

**MINDS AT WORK**
Managing for Success in the Knowledge Economy
David Grebow and Stephen J. Gill
Nurture the minds at work and win the hearts of your organization. Inspire employees to higher levels of performance.

**ESSENTIAL ACCOUNT PLANNING**
5 Keys for Helping Your Sales Team Drive Revenue
Mark Donnolo
Accounts are harder than ever to win and keep. It’s time to get strategic about your approach. In this book, you’ll find a five-point framework to successfully and strategically develop your account planning to reliably drive revenue and become a true sales leader.
EFFECTIVE ONBOARDING

Norma Dávila and Wanda Piña-Ramírez

List Price: $34.95 • Paperback • 7x10 • 200 Pages • September 2018

Onboarding Turns the Key, Opening the Door to Talent Development

In Effective Onboarding, TD experts Norma Dávila and Wanda Piña-Ramírez offer onboarding best practices, job aids, and checklists, along with examples based on real-life situations. While many onboarding books are limited to employee recruitment and selection, this one follows employees through their first year on the job.

LEARNING WHILE WORKING

Structuring Your On-the-Job Training

Paul Smith

ISBN 13: 978-1-947308-54-1 • Product Code: 111809 • Member Price: $36.95
List Price: $42.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 192 Pages • July 2018

Don’t Leave On-the-Job Training to Chance

Paul Smith combines real insight into building a structured on-the-job training program with in-depth interviews of experienced learning and development professionals. Track progress and build a pipeline of better-skilled workers. Discover how a well-designed structured on-the-job training program can be your company’s talent development answer to a Swiss Army knife.
EMPLOYEE & ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

EVERYDAY COACHING
Using Conversation to Strengthen Your Culture
*Virginia Bianco-Mathis and Lisa Nabors*
Discover the power of coaching to achieve expectations, personal growth, and overall strategic success.

GO WITH IT
Embrace the Unexpected to Drive Change
*Karen Hough*
The moment you learn to improvise is the moment anything becomes possible. Embrace innovation.

PUT EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE TO WORK
EQuip Yourself for Success
*Jeff Feldman and Karl Mulle*
Reap all the benefits of emotional intelligence by applying behavioral strategies for emotional self-management and changing long-entrenched patterns of behavior.

LEARNING FOR THE LONG RUN
7 Practices for Sustaining a Resilient Learning Organization
*Holly Burkett*
This book tackles sustainability concerns head-on by promoting seven simple practices real businesses use to ensure continuity in learning and development.

Save 10% with the discount code FALLBOOKS18.*
*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.
MEASUREMENT, EVALUATION & ROI

KIRKPATRICK’S FOUR LEVELS OF TRAINING EVALUATION
James D. Kirkpatrick and Wendy Kayser Kirkpatrick
Rediscover the most widely used training evaluation model around the globe by diving into the New World Kirkpatrick Model, a powerful methodology that melds people with metrics.

NEEDS ASSESSMENT BASICS
Second Edition
Beth McGoldrick and Deborah Tobey
Discover how to incorporate a seven-phase needs assessment model into your daily processes and identify the big picture of training needs throughout your organization.

THE BUSINESS CASE FOR LEARNING
Using Design Thinking to Deliver Business Results and Increase the Investment in Talent Development
Patricia Pulliam Phillips and Jack J. Phillips
Discover a results-driven process to enhance your organization’s learning and talent development investment.
A TRAINER’S GUIDE TO POWERPOINT

Best Practices for Master Presenters

Mike Parkinson

ISBN 13: 978-1-947308-52-7 • Product Code: 111808 • Member Price: $27.95
List Price: $32.95 • Paperback • 8.5x9.25 • 200 Pages • October 2018

Learn the Secrets to Master PowerPoint for Training

A Trainer’s Guide to PowerPoint is a master class on the art of PowerPoint. Learn Mike Parkinson’s award-winning process as he guides you through three phases of presentation development: discover, design, and deliver. Parkinson is a Microsoft PowerPoint MVP—most valuable professional—an honorific bestowed by Microsoft on those with “very deep knowledge of Microsoft products and services.” He shares not only his own tips and best practices for presentation success, but also those from several of his fellow MVPs.

E-LEARNING DEPARTMENT OF ONE

Emily Wood

ISBN 13: 978-1-947308-82-4 • Product Code: 111813 • Member Price: $29.95
List Price: $34.95 • Paperback • 6x9 • 184 Pages • December 2018

Master E-Learning Design on Your Own

As more companies want e-learning for training and development, they often task lone individuals with the work. And when you’re on your own, you need workarounds and shortcuts. Think of E-Learning Department of One as your lifeline, covering the entire scope of e-learning design and development, all from the lens of how to get by with limited resources, help, and time.
VIRTUAL TRAINING TOOLS AND TEMPLATES

An Action Guide to Live Online Learning
Cindy Huggett

Gain the tried-and-true tools you need to make your next virtual training program an all-out success with Cindy Huggett’s complete guide.

Product Code: 111704
Member Price: $32.95
List Price: $38.95
Paperback • 7x10
240 Pages • 2017

LEARNING IN THE AGE OF IMMEDIACY

5 Factors for How We Connect, Communicate, and Get Work Done
Brandon Carson

Five factors—automation, the cloud, mobile, big data, and the Internet of Everything—will change how we work. This book is a primer on what you need to know as you evolve your organization to move at the speed of business.

ISBN 13: 978-1-56286-769-0
Product Code: 111711
Member Price: $29.95
List Price: $34.95
Paperback • 6x9
184 Pages • 2017

THE NEW SOCIAL LEARNING

Second Edition
Tony Bingham and Marcia Conner

Find out how social media can encourage knowledge transfer and real-time learning in a connected and engaging way.

ISBN 13: 978-1-56286-996-0
Product Code: 111527
Member Price: $17.95
List Price: $19.95
Paperback • 6x9
352 Pages • 2015

PLAY TO LEARN

Everything You Need to Know About Designing Effective Learning Games
Sharon Boller and Karl Kapp

How do you become the Milton Bradley of learning games? Play to Learn is here to help. This book bridges the gap between instructional design and game design by helping you grow your game literacy and strengthen crucial game design skills.

Product Code: 111705
Member Price: $39.95
List Price: $45.95
Paperback • 7x10
168 Pages • 2017

To order call 800.628.2783 or visit www.td.org/FALLBOOKS18.
Save 10% with the discount code FALLBOOKS18.*

*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.

LEARNING TECHNOLOGY

RAPID MEDIA DEVELOPMENT FOR TRAINERS
Creating Videos, Podcasts, and Presentations on a Budget
Jonathan Halls

This book will help even the smallest learning team create captivating video, crisp podcast audio, and eye-catching presentations. Jonathan Halls adapts his film and broadcast experience with the BBC to help any learning team dazzle.

INTERACT AND ENGAGE!
50+ Activities for Virtual Training, Meetings, and Webinars
Kassy LaBorie and Tom Stone

Capture your audience using proven activities ranging from icebreakers to closers to enhance online programs, meetings, and webinars.

VISUAL DESIGN SOLUTIONS
Principles and Creative Inspiration for Learning Professionals
Connie Malamed

Tap into your creativity, design with intention, and produce polished work with the practical guidelines outlined in this book, including advice for making smart design choices and successful graphics that facilitate learning.

MICHAEL ALLEN’S GUIDE TO E-LEARNING
Building Interactive, Fun, and Effective Learning Programs for Any Company
Second Edition
Michael Allen

The key to creating a successful e-learning program lies in understanding how to use the tools at your disposal to create an interactive, engaging, and effective learning experience.
LEARNING TECHNOLOGY

THE LMS GUIDEBOOK
Learning Management Systems Demystified
Steven D. Foreman

If you need to manage training and education programs, then you need an LMS. Don’t waste time and money picking the wrong one.

Product Code: 111715
Member Price: $31.95
List Price: $36.95
Paperback • 7.5x9.25
248 Pages • 2017

VIRTUAL TRAINING BASICS
Second Edition
Cindy Huggett

Your learners need courses they can take anywhere, organizations need to save time and money, and everyone expects material to be as current as possible. Build your virtual training skills with this book.

ISBN 13: 978-1-947308-64-0
Product Code: 111816
Member Price: $24.95
List Price: $29.95
Paperback • 7.5x9.5
216 Pages • 2018

TRAIN THE TRAINER COLLECTION

The set includes 60 Infoline and TD at Work issues organized into four volumes, and features new training tools and techniques, practical wisdom, and evergreen content essential to the learning and development profession.

Learn more about the set and individual volumes at www.td.org/TTTCollection.

To order call 800.628.2783 or visit www.td.org/FALLBOOKS18.
THE ACCIDENTAL INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER
Learning Design for the Digital Age
Cammy Bean
This book covers nearly every aspect of the design process, from creating scenarios to building interactivity and working with SMEs. Look no further for new ideas on instructional design for e-learning.

LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS BY DESIGN
Catherine Lombardozzi
Learn practical ways to design a learning environment that supports learning and performance, deliver more focused and impactful solutions to learning needs, and build self-directed and social learning.

TRAINING DESIGN AND DELIVERY
A Guide for Every Trainer, Training Manager, and Occasional Trainer
Third Edition
Geri E. McArdle
This edition highlights training delivery systems, zeroes in on training technologies, and puts proven principles and tools within reach.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT FOR TRAINERS
Second Edition
Lou Russell
Whether you’re developing materials on unfamiliar topics or writing courses for others to deliver using new technology, this book will help strengthen your project management processes.
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN & DELIVERY

LET THEM CHOOSE
Cafeteria Learning Style for Adults
Jillian Douglas and Shannon McKenzie

Use the easily replicable Cafeteria Learning model to combine neuroscience and learning theory with the power of choice to improve retention and engagement in your learning programs.

TRAINING DESIGN BASICS
Second Edition
Saul Carliner

This book zeroes in on how to design successful training for the face-to-face or virtual classroom. It’s also a guide for developing self-study training programs.

ISD FROM THE GROUND UP
A No-Nonsense Approach to Instructional Design
Fourth Edition
Chuck Hodell

This handbook on core ISD practices covers everything novice and practiced instructional designers need to know.

LEAVING ADDIE FOR SAM
An Agile Model for Developing the Best Learning Experiences
Michael Allen With Richard Sites

Delve into SAM and the Savvy Start. Together, they incorporate processes that reduce the complexity of instructional design and development, yielding more effective learning experiences.

To order call 800.628.2783 or visit www.td.org/FALLBOOKS18.
A GUIDE TO OUR SERIES

What Works in Talent Development
The What Works in Talent Development series addresses the most critical topics facing today’s TD practitioners. Written for trainers, by trainers, each book is designed to enhance your knowledge of core subject matter, while offering a practical guide to follow.

See page 2
See page 2
See page 14

10 Steps
The 10 Steps series is designed for business professionals who need guidance on a wide array of topics. Titles provide quick, 10-step processes and solutions for enhancing skills and overcoming everyday challenges. Resources and references include checklists, tips, worksheets, and examples.

See page 10
See page 12
See page 13

Training Basics
The Training Basics series provides a baseline explanation of the theories and concepts behind featured topics, as well as instructions for their practical day-to-day application in the workplace. Exercises, assessments, and more help you assess need and get up to speed on the fundamentals of training.

See page 2
See page 7
See page 16
See page 16
See page 20
See page 22

Find more online at www.td.org/Books.

Save 10% with the discount code FALLBOOKS18.*
*Offer valid on print and e-books. The ATD Learning System, subscriptions, bundles, and licenses are not included.
The ATD Workshop Series is written for trainers by trainers. Each book includes all the activities, handouts, tools, and assessments you need to create and deliver powerful, effective training. You can also order the series as a bundle! The bundle offers all 12 printed books in the series at 15% off. Save more than $100 on the ATD retail or member price.

**Individual Books in the Series**
(*List Price: $69.95, Member Price: $59.95*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>ISBN 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change Management Training</td>
<td>111610</td>
<td>978-1-60728-087-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching Training</td>
<td>111502</td>
<td>978-1-56286-967-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills Training</td>
<td>111420</td>
<td>978-1-56286-965-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Service Training</td>
<td>111503</td>
<td>978-1-56286-968-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Intelligence Training</td>
<td>111609</td>
<td>978-1-60728-098-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitation Skills Training</td>
<td>111701</td>
<td>978-1-60728-099-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership Training</td>
<td>111501</td>
<td>978-1-56286-966-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Employee Orientation Training</td>
<td>111505</td>
<td>978-1-56286-970-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Supervisor Training</td>
<td>111504</td>
<td>978-1-56286-969-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presentation Skills Training</td>
<td>111619</td>
<td>978-1-56286-583-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management Training</td>
<td>111607</td>
<td>978-1-60728-096-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Management Training</td>
<td>111608</td>
<td>978-1-60728-092-7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Member Bundle Price: $611.49**
**List Bundle Price: $713.49**
**Product Code: 141538**

To order call 800.628.2783 or visit www.td.org/FALLBOOKS18.
Bulk Discounts—the More You Buy, the More You Save
10–24 copies: 10% discount  
25–99 copies: 20% discount  
100–499 copies: 25% discount  
500+ copies: 30% discount

Offer valid on print orders only.  
Visit www.td.org/BulkBooks to save!

Translations
For more information about subsidiary rights sales, contact translations@td.org.

Trade Distribution/International Sales
ATD book titles are available for distribution and resale purposes. Distributors and resellers of ATD Press titles generally include businesses or organizations that may market or sell other publishers’ titles and publications. These organizations can include, but are not limited to, trade book retailers, libraries, college and university bookstores, online or catalog training supply vendors, specialized wholesalers, direct mail catalog houses, or other mail catalogs that feature books.